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best-fitting model

estimated value
uncertainty

Obtaining light curves



Least-squares fitting

measurement and its uncertainty at time

data points

time sampled observable



Data and parameter space

inaccessible reality data

probability density 

possible realisations

produces

estimate

!

incomplete constraint

pick one



Characteristics of probability distributions
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Characteristics of probability distributions (II)
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The normal distribution
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Maximum-likelihood estimate

independence is a real problem for time series

“outliers” cause trouble

Interpretation of measurement and uncertainty:

drawn from normal distribution

joint probability density: (assuming independent measurements)

(likelihood)as function of

the likelihood is not a probability density in



Maximum-likelihood estimate (II)

role of likelihood function: provide an estimator for the true value

No single value is more probable than any other

Any function is an estimator

What makes the better estimator?

consistent

bias-free

efficient

robust not vulnerable to outliers or small departures from model assumptions

weakly: in probability
strongly: almost surely

:

(asymptotically: for                )

small



Maximum-likelihood estimate (III)

Properties

does not maximise probability in parameter space

almost surely
:consistent

no unbiased estimator has lower variance“most efficient”

⤿

only asymptotically unbiased :



reject at significance level     if

number of data points
number of  ML-estimated parameters

is asympotically    -distributed with    degrees of freedom

Do the data contradict the model?

Is smaller      better?

(deviates from the mean of a Gaussian by times )

reject at significance level     if

(deviates from the mean of a Gaussian by times )

test



Likelihood ratio test
Are further parameters significant?

but: one can construct a most general parameter space

such a procedure is not applicable to alternative parameter spaces       and

further parameters
extended parameter space

is asympotically    -distributed with      degrees of freedom



Confidence regions
interval estimate: (1) pick region within parameter space

(2) determine associated probability

would hold all required information

 • the enclosed probability follows immediately from the     -distribution

for linear models and Gaussian error bars: (life is easy !)

•                 is a multivariate Gaussian centered at          

This explicitly does not work if there is more than one local minimum.

Otherwise: (tough !)
• any enclosed probability can be calculated by means of Monte-Carlo simulation of the data

• there is a single local minimum             

is -distributed • 

•      -contours define symmetric hyperellipsoids centered at

for locally linear models, the shape of the       -contours differ, but they contain the same probability 



Robust estimation

M-estimators

R-estimators

(“maximum likelihood”)
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(“rank test”)

(linear regression)

minimise

→ adopt probability distribution with less weight to large deviations

 describes “weight” of data Gaussian:

L-estimators (“linear combination of order statistics”)

mean → median as measure of centrality mimimizes

(Cauchy/Lorentz) (bisquare law)



χ-QUADRAT

χ-SQUARE

χ-CARRÉ

χ-КВАДРАТА
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Real-time anomaly detection

adopt iterative scheme if reported uncertainties do not properly reflect scatter:

robust estimation process far more powerful
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estimate scatter by calculating median residual
determine weight factors with respect to estimated scatter

minimise “modified weighted      “
repeat this until desired degree of convergence is achieved

robust estimation

estimation

deviant points



for data acquisition, data processing, and data analysis

data: A,B
evidence: procedure 1

analysis: scheme α

Planet “detections”

data: A,C,D,E 
evidence: procedure 2

analysis: scheme β

data: C,E,F 
evidence: procedure 3

analysis: scheme γ

consistent homogeneous procedures
Measurement of planet abundances requires

data: B,G,H 
evidence: procedure 4

analysis: scheme δ
But, how many are there?

...

How do we get this together?



A brief modern history of gravitational microlensing

MACHOs in the Galactic halo

microlensing by Galactic bulge and disk stars



A brief modern history of gravitational microlensing (II)

from 42 events well-covered by PLANET 1995-1999

f > f(d,q) 
ruled out

 at 95% C.L.

1/4
1/3
1/2
2/3

3/4
 ~ jupiter-mass

f < 1/3
corresponds to

9 expected
none observed

First planetary abundance limits



Deterministic monitoring strategy

anything that does not follow deterministic procedures 
that can be simulated

cannot enter well-defined stastistical samples

just maximising “detections” can be useless

Observe OGLE-203 and 
MOA-345 tonight !

OK !

• survey
• regular follow-up (for target selection and scheduling)

deterministic procedures are to be applied to

• real-time anomaly detection (if this influences monitoring)

Suggestion:
• devise deterministic procedures
• provide a description
• mark data with a flag indicating whether they follow these procedures



What is a “detection”?

“detection” depends on criteria applied

a meaningful statistical sample requires the 
• unambiguous definition of criteria
• a strict application of these criteria

(in particular, the signature can be quite uncharacteristic)
likelihood-ratio test (        )  does not exclude different nature of deviation

BEWARE
OF

FALSE POSITIVES

These issues are well-known from microlensing surveys already

all sorts of intrinsic stellar variability need to be filtered out 
number of detected events is function of data filtering process

→ waiting to be consistently applied to planets as well



“Obvious” detections?

“We need to understand our error bars”
(P.D. Sackett, 1995)

tendency to publish “detections” that seem obvious

identifiable by eye

Are lots of data points redundant?
Are we missing out on lots of detections?

Is this because we mistrust our photometry?

If some obvious “detections” are the goal, we are fine.
If we want to go beyond, more work is required.

actual           are much larger

 corresponds to a detection with 99.8%
already



difference imaging with full error budget
C.A. Gössl & A. Riffeser, A&A 381, 1095 (2002)

semi-empiric description of error bars
R. Ansari, “Une méthode de reconstruction photométrique pour l'expérience EROS”, 

preprint LAL 94-10 (1994)

signal or noise?

time-series autocorrelation (“red noise”) →  Achille Nucita

can lead to quite substantial        , without implying signal evidence
(major issue for real-time anomaly detection)

Understanding the error bars



for statistics: homogeneous and well-defined is required
optimal is desired

Optimal photometry

Problem:

improvement of signal by better data reduction for selected events
can lead to corruption of statistics

cannot be perfect, but need to be able to quantify imperfection



Inferring planet population statistics

just looking at the claimed detections of planets will not provide the answer

...

need to know:
✴ what could have been detected?
✴ what has been missed?

observed distribution Θ  =  detection efficiency ε  ×  underlying population Φ

simulation 
of experiment

apply
detection criteria

→ solve for Φ



“Headache” events

detection criterion
events without evidence 

for an anomaly

evidently 
anomalous events

events

evidently 
anomalous events

characterisable anomaly ambiguous or unclear anomaly

good coverage and/or clear features
result after substantial efforts

feature-poor or undersampled
tend to end up unpublished

Which pose the greater challenge for modelling?



Current data rate

Future data rate: definitely not smaller

How to keep track ?

~ 1000 events per year
~ 80 ongoing events

~ 10 detected ongoing anomalies
~ 100 obviously anomalous events per year

Problem:
arbitrary event picking incompatible with homogeneous analysis

all events are to be treated uniformly



Modeller cloning



Imperfect cloning



Finding DIMO
(Data-In Model-Out)



measurement and its uncertainty at time

data points

time sampled observable

Optimisation problem

follows “    statistics”

exploration

optimisation

evaluation

identification
parametrisation

scan parameter space for trial solutions

minimize

compute efficiently

match features of trial solutions to data

choose basis for parameter space



Evaluation: general finite-source algorithms

all currently known approaches are some combination of: 

2D integration

contour integration

point-source solution

ray shooting

grid optimisation

(M. Dominik 2007, MNRAS 377, 1697) 

Example:
“Adaptive contouring algorithm”:

 point-source solutions as seeds
builds an adaptive grid via ray shooting

2D integration viable alternative
evaluates by means of contour integration

Need fo
r s

peed !



Exploration of parameter space

there is no algorithm known able to find all local minima
or the global minimum of a general continuous function 

Fundamental difficulty

for guaranteed success, particular knowledge has to be applied ⤿

grid searches
can solutions fall through ?

event library
calculate initial seeds once and for all, include all types

S. Mao & R. Di Stefano, ApJ 440, 22 (1995)

complete classification
finite number of caustic topologies → finite number of light curve morphologies

H. Erdl & P. Schneider, A&A 268, 453 (1993)
M. Dominik & A.C. Hirshfeld, A&A 313, 841 (1996)
V. Bozza, A&A 374, 13 (2001)



Feature identification

What constitutes a “feature”?

• local maxima and minima
• slope discontinuities
• inflection points
• ...

Interpretation of features provides a connection to trial solution 
and allows to restrict parameter search space

Level 1 (calculus): Level 2 (interpretation): 
association of Level-1 features to local properties
  of the magnification pattern and caustics
e.g. fold-caustic entry

“by looking at the data”

How to spot a feature?

How to quantify a feature?

automated feature identification
P. Vermaak, PhD thesis, University of Cape Town (2007) 

define a small set of characteristics
evaluate these characteristics

solution has to match set of feature characteristics

Example: fold-caustic passage [M.D. Albrow et al., ApJ 522, 1022 (1999)] 



Most suitable parametrisation
Minimization routines are troubled by:

slope discontinuities
data ending up on wrong side of features

adaptation to features

parameter degeneracies
parameter correlations

adaptation to structure

Hierarchy of effects 
       → hierachy of parameters

hierarchy of planets

Paczynski curve
binarity
parallax

orbital motion

How can this be incorporated into a general scheme?

Tailored parametrisation has a long history!
Examples: Chang-Refsdal and quadrupole approximations 

M. Dominik & A.C. Hirshfeld, A&A 313, 841 (1996) 
B.S. Gaudi & A. Gould, ApJ 486 85 (1997) 
M. Dominik, A&A 349, 108 (1999) 
V. Bozza, A&A 355, 423 (2000) 

Caustic passages as starting point for  exploration of parameter space 
M.D. Albrow et al., ApJ 522, 1022 (1999) 
A. Cassan, A&A 491, 587 (2008) 



Optimisation: Function minimisation algorithms

Markov-chain Monte Carlo

conjugate gradients

genetic algorithms

simplex downhill

steepest descent

quasi-Newton methods

slow

fast

exploratory

local

Hybrid algorithms combine advantages!



Modelling: Choice of path
Robust

exploration
Feature 

parametrisation
Classification

and identification

exploration try everything constrain search space use finite number
of prototypes

identification (none) identify features match prototypes to data

parametrisation (don’t care) match some parameters 
to features (any will work)

optimisation robust algorithm
required

fast search for feature-
matched parameters, 

robust search required
for others

can use
fast algorithm

huge amount of time 
spent on optimisation 

and exploration

feature identification 
and customised 
parametrisation 

required

classification scheme 
and proper matching 

required

efforts to implement

speed



Εὕρηκα !


